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Archaeological Data Recovered at Weldin Site, 7-NC-B11
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THE SITE

The Weldin Plantation Site, 7NC-B-11, was excavated by the Delaware
Department of Transportation (DelDOT) and the Federal Highway
Administration (FWHA) because part of the site was going to be destroyed
by the construction of the Blue Ball Properties Area Transportation Project.
DelDOT and FHWA hired archaeologists who work for consulting companies
to excavate the site. The site is located near the Concord Pike (Route 202) north
of Wilmington in Brandywine Hundred, New Castle County, Delaware.
The Weldin Plantation Site was named after Jacob R. Weldin, who bought the
property and moved there in 1862 with his wife, Hannah, and their children.
His family lived there for about 80 years. When they left, the site was abandoned.
By 2000, most of the buildings had collapsed or were dismantled, but some
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Barn ramp for bank barn.

The earliest records that can be found for the site date to
1680, although it is unknown if anyone lived there then.
The first mention of a house on the property was 1710, so
we know that people were living there by that time. At
some times during its history, the site was occupied by the
people who owned it, but during other times, the people
who lived there were tenants who farmed the land in the
owner’s absence.
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Owned by Hans Peterson; unknown if anyone lived here
Owned by Cornelius Empson Family; someone was living
here by 1710
Owned and occupied by Israel Peterson

The part of the Weldin Site that wasn’t destroyed through road construction was included in Alapocus Run State Park, administered by
the Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC). The milk house has been stabilized and DNREC
plans to install interpretative signs in the future as part of a walking trail around the foundations.

Owned and loccupied by Joseph and Regina (Peterson)
Mortonson
Owned by John Dickinson; occupied by various tenants
Owned by Dickinson’s daughter and son-in-law, “Albanus and
Maria Logan; occupied by various tenants. From 1849-1862,
John Bradford was the tenant.

Monument for Jacob R. Weldin and his wife
and family in the nearby Newark Union
Cemetery. Jacob R. died in 1891.

Weldin Road

Owned and occupied by Jacob R. Weldin
Owned and occupied by Weldin’s descendants
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The back
of the stone
house as
it looked
around 1920.
The stone has
been covered
with wooden
siding.

Original Log/Frame
Kitchen Addition
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The archaeological excavations were conducted in three phases. The first two
phases included testing across the entire site. The Phase I consisted of 24 round
shovel test pits (about 1 foot in diameter) and 31 test units (3 feet x 3 feet). During
the Phase II, 170 shovel test pits and 20 test units were excavated. By the time of
the Phase III, the project design had been changed, and only the house was slated
to be destroyed by the project. As a result, the Phase III excavations concentrated
on the house and attached kitchen foundations and yard immediately around
the house. This work included the excavation of 89 test units. Subsequent to the
excavation of the test units, a backhoe was used
to remove the topsoil and search for additional
features, such as foundations and pits, that could
be seen in the undisturbed subsoil.
Over 65,000 artifacts were found during the
excavations through the process of screening.
This involves placing the excavated soil into a
sturdy box with a screen on the bottom. The
screens have ¼ inch openings and the soil is
pushed through them, leaving the artifacts
behind. The artifacts are then picked out of
the screen and taken back to the laboratory for
washing, inventorying, labeling, and packing for
curation at the Delaware State Museum.

Excavations in the eastern half of the basement.
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Western Half
of Stone House

Eastern Half
of Stone House

Looking at the built landscape, layout, and use of space at the site, we can tell that the
families who lived there were influenced by three factors: the
Georgian mindset, progressive farming, and the rise of the dairying
industry.
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many items that were thrown away by
the people who lived there.
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Toys found at the site included marbles,
dominoes, and jacks. The toys pictured
here were likely used during the late
nineteenth century.
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Coins: Top row: 1800 cent, 1816 cent, 1828 cent,
unreadable date cent. Bottom row: 1807 King
George III coin, 1787 New Jersey State coin, early
1800 half cent.
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Plan showing the house foundations and the farm
buildings at the Weldin Plantation Site.
Location of the Weldin Plantation Site on Weldin Road, slightly to the east of the
Concord Pike.

Artist rendering of what the main house would have looked like
around 1805. The house was facing east. The left portion was stone
and the right portion was log or frame; both portions were covered
with stucco.

The largest influence on the archeological remains at the Weldin Site was the rise of the dairying industry. The farm functioned
as a dairy farm from the mid-1800s onward. The layout of the farm needed to be rearranged so that farmers could specialize in
dairying. Changes seen on farms that were converted to dairying included the construction of more and larger outbuildings,
adjustments to the layout of the buildings for more efficient dairying operations, and new activity areas where tasks were
undertaken. Jacob Weldin constructed almost all of the farm buildings for which there are foundations today, including the
milk house, bank barn and barnyard, corncrib, and sheds. The extensive renovations he and his family conducted on the
property reflect the rise of the dairy industry and how it affected use of space on farms.
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Historians and archaeologists today use a concept called the
“Georgian mindset” to help us organize our understanding of
people’s behavior during the eighteenth century. The Georgian
mindset focused on balance, order, and symmetry. People were
concerned with privacy and having specific places in the home
and on the farm for different activities. Newly constructed and
renovated homes contained more specialized rooms so that different
tasks could be conducted in different spaces, instead of doing all
of the indoor work in one or two rooms. The construction of the
kitchen addition on the house shows that the people living here
were interested in separating activities.

Progressive farming became popular in the late 1700s and was
concerned with improving the home and farm. Progressive farmers
were interested in new technology, ways to increase productivity, and efficiency. The Weldin Site was owned by John Dickinson
from 1785 until his death in 1808. Dickinson was a signer of the United States Constitution. His daughter and son-in-law
owned the property until 1862. Dickinson and his descendants were wealthy and made improvements to the property. They
were interested in having tenants who were willing to try innovative technology, crop rotation, and fertilization. The layout of
the main house reflects these ideas. The addition, which was actually bigger than the original house, was constructed during
the Dickinson family ownership. The newly renovated house was larger and more comfortable to attract tenants who were
hard-working and interested in progressive techniques.
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Were there differences between the lives of families who owned
and lived at the site versus the families who were tenants?

The basement of the house during the archaeological
excavations, showing both halves of the stone house.
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Stone corner of the main house, still standing in 2000.

Once DelDOT and FHWA realized that the Weldin Site was in the area of construction
for their project, they hired archaeological consultants to learn more about the history
of the site and to conduct archaeological excavations.

What can the built landscape and use of space at the site tell us
about the people who lived there?

Jacob R. Weldin’s residence is shown on this
1881 map of New Castle County.
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In addition to being named the Weldin
Plantation Site, the archaeological
site also has an official designation
using the Smithsonian Trinomial
System, which is 7NC-B-11. The “7” is
for the State of Delaware, “NC” is for
New Castle County, “B” is the area
Stone walls of the milk house.
within New Castle County that the
site is located, and “11” means that it is the 11th archaeological site given a designation
within that area.

The information from the research about the history of the site, the archaeological
excavations, and the analysis of the artifacts are combined to help us learn about the lives
of the families that lived there. There were two important research questions for this site:
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The Weldin Site around 1920. The barn
ramp is to the left and is covered with
snow. Behind it is a windmill on top of
a cistern. The cistern is just outside the
barnyard and would have provided water
for the animals. The two-story corncrib is
in the center. To the left are sheds.

of the stone walls of the farmhouse,
milkhouse, barn, and barnyard were
still partially standing. There were
also foundations of a corncrib and
some sheds. The ramp leading to the
second story of the bank barn was
still there as well.
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AND ANALYSIS

The first house built at the site would probably have been a small, one-and-a-half story log house. A stone house was built sometime
around 1745. It faced east and had a log or frame kitchen addition to the north. Around 1840, a large stone addition was added to the
western side of the house – this addition was larger than the original house. The log/frame kitchen addition was torn down at the same
time, and the front of the house became the north side, instead of the east side. Most of the farm buildings for which we have standing
walls and foundations (the milk house, barn, barnyard, corncrib, and sheds) were built by Jacob R. Weldin after he bought the property
in 1862.

WELDIN PLANTATION TIMELINE

1680-1685
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Artist rendering of what the main house would have looked like around 1875.
The house was facing north. The log or frame addition had been torn down.
The original stone block is the left and a stone addition is to the right. Both
portions were covered with stucco.

1789 George Washington
Inaugural button found at the
Weldin Site. The first initial
of each of the 13 states in the
new United States is inscribed
around the edge.

Acme nursing bottle,
manufactured between
1882 and 1900.

The second research question looked at the
differences between the lives of families who
owned and lived at the site versus the families
who were tenants. John Bradford was a tenant
at the site from 1849 to 1862, while the property
was owned by John Dickinson’s daughter
1864 Lincoln Campaign pin found at the
and son-in-law. Tax records and other
Weldin Site and picture of how it would have
documents allowed us to compare
looked when it was new.
the productivity of John Bradford and
The artifacts recovered during the Jacob Weldin’s farm and the amount of
excavations included things that wealth that each family had. Different
the families would have used while archaeological deposits on the site from
they were living at the site (ceramic before the Weldins bought the farm and
sherds, glass, sewing items), things after they bought it were also compared.

Different types of ceramic sherds,
representing vessels dating from
the mid-eighteenth century to the
late nineteenth century.

related to buildings (nails, brick
fragments, window glass), coins,
buttons, and a variety of other
items. We also found bones and
seeds, which told us something
about what the people living at the
site were eating.

Equipment sheds are to the left in the front, with the barn behind the sheds.
The corn crib is to the right in the front, with the windmill over the cistern
behind the crib.

To our surprise, the two families seemed to have been living similar lifestyles. The Bradfords and the Weldins were
both large-scale commercial dairy farmers. They were both producing and selling large quantities of butter. Both
families practiced progressive farming and used modern technology. Both families were wealthier than average,
owned expensive household items, and had similar diets. One difference, however, is that the Bradford family did
not own the property, so they did not invest in it by building new barns and outbuildings like the Weldins did. They
would have put more of their profits into livestock and equipment.
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